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1. ABSTRACT
“The frame of our view is already framed by a part of its content. We can easily recognize here
the topology of the Moebius band where, as in a kind of abyssal inversion, the envelope itself is
encased by its interior.”
Slavoj Zizek
The objective of this masters project is to test the applicability of the Netlogo[1] computer
complexity modelling environment to landscape architectural design. This is achieved by
designing four Netlogo models of different landscape systems and critically evaluating their
usefulness in the design process, outlining possible improvements and shortcomings of the
models, and finally making some speculative suggestions for future utilisations of this or other
similar techniques in landscape architecture.
The recent adoption of complexity theory by landscape architectural writers and the new viewpoints offered by landscape urbanism combined
with theoretical and technological innovation in various fields - ranging from object oriented computer programming to geographic information
science and urban modeling techniques - provided the theoretical frame work and prompted a possible methodology for this project.
Landscape architectural theory has shifted to accommodate the ideas and perspectives originating in complexity theory, changing opinions
within the profession.Landscapes are now seen as systems that are open, chaotic, unpredictable, irreversible, and in constant flux – i.e.
complex adaptive systems. It has also been accepted that there is little to distinguish between ‘natural’ and ‘artificial’. The interests of
landscape architects have shifted from objects to processes and forces, from ‘how things look’ to ‘what they do’. This new paradigm has also
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provided a useful model for urban designers and planners thus potentially allowing for a more unified perspective within landscape architecture,
planning and urban design.
Urban Planners now work with the idea that cities are complex, bottom-up phenomena. From this profession, methodologies and techniques
have further been developed for modelling or simulating complex adaptive systems and applied them to cities. These techniques made it
possible to explore cities ‘bottom up’, to play numerous scenarios for possible futures and to investigate the emergence and development of
urban patterns. These methodologies are still missing from the landscape architectural ‘tool bag’. This project introduces, adapts, and evaluates
some of the most recent methodologies and algorithms employed in urban simulations for landscape architectural applications.
The method explored by this masters project is called multi-agent simulations (MAS). It derives from distributed artificial intelligence studies
and it is of a particular interest when modeling space-time dynamics within environmental and urban systems. The underlying concept is that
models exhibit behaviours described entirely by their internal mechanisms. Every member, or agent, of the system has a strategy, and when
the simulation is running, all agents are implementing their strategies in a parallel manner, while simultaneously registering the changes in the
surrounding world. MAS can explore the connection between micro-level behaviour of individuals and the macro-level patterns that emerge
from the interaction of many individuals.
Netlogo was chosen as the MAS modeling environment according to a set of pragmatic criteria. Learning to work with it was a time consuming
and difficult process. This is why the four models developed for this project have an increasing degree of complexity. It is well recognised that
models are simplifications of the real thing but they also have many advantages – it is possible to ask multiple ‘what if?’ questions about the
system of interest, and this is absolutely central to their use in design and planning, together with their ability to simplify and manipulate worlds
associated with human and natural systems and to experiment with them using simulation in ways that were simply unthinkable in earlier
times.
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The evaluation of Netlogo was made by modeling four simulations or case studies that may be of interest to landscape architects and then
critically evaluating their advantages and shortcomings.
The first case study deals with pedestrian movement simulations at small scale. Two types of pedestrian behaviour are studied - Flocking
(curiosity or ‘what one’s neighbour is doing?’) and Turbulence (the desire to flee or to reach some goal). Building 1, Unitec, Carrington Road,
Mt. Albert, Auckland and the surrounding areas were selected for this experiment.
The second case study deals with hydrology dynamics and GIS – Netlogo data exchange. The Unitec site and the GIS elevation data available
were used as a basis for this simulation.
Tropical Forest Dynamics is the third case study. It is grounded in the disturbance ecology paradigm i.e. that ecosystems need disturbance
events in order to survive. The simulation utilizes a virtual, conical, tropical island as its basis and studies the emergent regenerative forests
patterns after cyclone disturbance.
Pacific Settlement Regeneration is the fourth simulation. It studies the recovery process of a small Pacific settlement after a cyclonic event. The
chosen site was Houma Village, located on the island of Eua, Tonga.
This masters project introduces complexity simulations into landscape architectural practice by investigating the advantages and the drawbacks
of this type of modelling. It will suggest how the developed models may be further enriched, propose how some of the drawbacks can be
overcome, and identify limitations. Finally, there will be some speculations about the future of this technique in landscape architecture.
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2. THEORETICAL FOUNDATION OF THE PROJECT

2.1. Nature, City and Landscape
“We have experiences and we remember [map] them. Since we live in a world of our own
experiences, when we remember [or map] we are both recreating an old experience and
having a new one-recreating the old experience as experience. Remembering [or mapping]
again, we recreate the old experience, but we may also recreate the experience of recreating
that old experience. And so on.”
Glanville R
There is a strong connection between human ideas of nature and the way cities and landscapes are built. The separation of nature into the One
(the Being, the Eternal and Unmoving, the Real) and the many (the phenomena, those illusory things that change state, that become and fade
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away),[2] the division of time and space, and humans’ position as a part of and yet separated from nature, underlined most of the philosophical
concepts during the Greek, Roman, Mediaeval, Renaissance and Enlightenment periods, and influenced the production of urban landscapes
such as that of the Greek polis and European baroque/modernist city.[3]
Up to the seventeenth century, however, the world was understood as ‘ensouled’ or alive - an influence of Plato and Aristotle - and man’s
control over nature, as Russell[4] writes, was understood as mastery of one soul over another soul; which implies magic. During the
seventeenth century, the period of the scientific revolution, nature becomes mechanized, secularized and, most significantly of all, perceived to
be other.[5] This new ‘Newtonian’ concept of nature, assembled in seventeenth century, remained the basis of the Western view of reality until
the twentieth century. Alongside the rationalist tradition of nature a counter-tradition developed, which led to the twentieth century
‘philosophies of flux’ of Henry Bergson and Alfred North Whitehead.[6]
Regardless of the interplay between traditions, the concept of a nature that is separate from, and ontologically superior to human artifice, and
therefore to cities and modified landscapes, was the dominant concept in many of the design and planning arts. Urban designers and landscape
architects dealt with natural events and processes in extremely formulaic ways, based on the typological visual construct derived from simplistic
aesthetic categories, of which ‘natural’ and ‘formal’ are still the most conspicuous.[7]
Urban design, urban landscape architecture, and urban planning were attracted to a nature which is stable, predictable, ordered, scenic and
controllable or, as Rod Barnett puts it:
“The city controls nature. It puts it in ducts, in tree pits, in fountains, in parks where nature can be displayed according to strict iconographical rules. The city operates
scenographically rather than substantially. Some natural processes are bad and hidden away (in sewers for instance) or eliminated (weeds), others regarded as good are
permitted to enter the theatre of the city such as water in fountains and trees in parks and squares.”[8]
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Urban landscapes were handled by designers to reinforce certain conceptions of nature, and these conceptions in turn were used to manipulate
the landscapes of the city. Humans were not considered as part of nature in this city.

2.2. Complexity Theory
“A very simple definition of a complex system is ‘a system that is composed of complex systems’.”
M. Batty
With the unfolding of the twentieth century, another drift of scientific thought confronted once again human ideas about nature. This scientific
concept, with origins in mathematics, gradually replaced the linear world view of Newtonian physics and changed many opinions on natural
phenomena over the past fifty years. This new scientific paradigm was summarized in the discipline called complexity theory.
Complexity theory as a scientific area of study developed as a response to Newtonian linearity being the exclusive scientific paradigm, coupled
with a reductionist approach prevalent in science until the twentieth century. [9] Newtonian science, as proposed in his Principa Mathematica in
1687, is grounded in the postulation that physical and mathematical laws are essentially simple and straightforward. Time is understood to be
irrelevant to natural phenomena, so that all processes are entirely reversible. During the 20th century Newton’s views were challenged by a
number of theories and discoveries. It was discovered that time plays an essential role in natural processes, making them irreversible which in
turn resulted in a renewed interest in history as determining the present.[10] It became clear that theoretically there is not a big difference
between natural and artificial.[11]
Complexity theory shifts the focus from linear (predictable) occurrences to the various phenomena appearing in systems formed by large
numbers of interdependent elements. Complexity is observed in systems where many independent and varied elements interact in elaborate
organizational configurations, usually in a massively parallel manner. Examples include a wide variety of systems, from chemical reactions to
financial markets and from anthills to cities. It seems that complex adaptive systems are everywhere. Typically, complex systems are open –
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receiving or exchanging energy (information) with their environments. Hence, complex systems display complicated dynamics, unlike
energetically closed systems (existing predominantly only in theory) that will settle into stable equilibria. While it describes the qualities, not the
quantities of a particular type of system, complexity theory does allow for general statements about the system’s behaviour. Among the most
important properties of complex systems are self-organisation, nonlinearity, threshold phenomena or unstable equilibria.[12] A complex system’s
properties are relative to the observed scale – to study a single tree, for example, does not reveal the dynamics of an entire forest. Thus,
complexity theory serves as general descriptive framework for many phenomena observed from more holistic scientific viewpoints. It provides a
theoretical foundation for a vast number of more specific scientific fields, such as dynamical systems theory, network theory, fractal or
recursive relationships, thermodynamics, and many others.
Though definitions of complexity are numerous, rather vague and general, Rescher summarises the following modes of complexity:[13]
Epistemic Modes: Formulaic Complexity
•

Descriptive Complexity (length of the necessary amount of description)

•

Generative Complexity (length of the recipe needed to produce a system)

•

Computational Complexity (time and effort involved in solving a problem)

Ontological Modes: Compositional Complexity
•

Constitutional Complexity (number of elements in a system)

•

Taxonomical Complexity / Heterogeneity (number of types of elements in a system)

Ontological Modes: Structural Complexity
•

Organisational Complexity (different modes of interrelationship between elements)

•

Hierarchical Complexity (elaborateness of hierarchical relationships)
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Functional Complexity
•

Operational Complexity (variety of modes of operation or functioning)

•

Nomic Complexity (elaborateness and intricacy in the laws governing a system)

The analogy between Rescher’s modes of complexity and some contemporary landscape design techniques will be explained in the next
chapter.
Classical science depended on a linear world model, which render predictions exact and easy to make. With the rise of complexity theory, these
views needed to be adjusted. While simplified versions of reality may be described using a traditional linear explanation mode, the greater part
of observed phenomena cannot be reduced to simple elementary behaviours without losing their essential characteristics. This sensitive
dependence on environments makes complex systems difficult to isolate, model or reproduce for experimental purposes.[14] Complex systems
are hard to predict in the short term, and impossible in the long term – a well-known example for this problem is weather forecasting.
However, complexity theory is also applied to prediction tasks.[15] Since complexity theory shows how limited possibilities of predicting
dynamical systems are, there cannot be any case-based predictions related to specific future situations. Instead of exact, case-based
prediction, an alternative based on stochastic observations is used. In order to characterize a system’s ability to resist and adapt to external
disturbance, system models are developed with as much detail as possible. These models are then tested for stability against random changes
within simulated environments. Thus, predictions for complex systems are mostly based on identifying a specific system's properties in general
rather than predicting their exact future state or behaviour. Predictions are therefore based on statistical evaluations and large numbers of
samples, and – similar to other statistical methodologies - only describe probabilities of future developments.
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2.3. Complexity Theory and Landscape Architectural Theory
The framework provided by complexity theory has been applied to a vast number of systems, from chemical reactions to natural processes, and
from stock markets to cities. It turns out that, theoretically, there is little to distinguish between natural and artificial, that cities and human
societies are chaotic (but not random), dynamic and unpredictable. It is argued that urban design and landscape architecture should be too.
For example, New Science=New Architecture?[16] a special issue of AD edited by Charles Jencks, was one of the many journals of the 1990s
devoted to the emergence of complexity theory in architecture, urban design and landscape architecture.
Because of the introduction of complexity theory into landscape architectural discourse, landscapes are now seen as systems in constant flux
and change, systems that are open and unpredictable or as complex adaptive systems. Landscape architects have shifted their interests from
objects to processes, forces, flows and networks inherent in the landscape. This is why there is a need to move away from scenographic
designs to more pragmatic and productive design strategies. James Corner summarizes the competencies required to practically implement the
above mentioned theoretical shift in the following sentence “A return to complex and instrumental landscape issues involves organizational and
strategic skills than those of formal composition per se, more programmatic and metrical practices.”[17] Landscape architecture today, as James
Corner proclaims, is a “synthetic and strategic art form, one that aligns diverse and competing forces (social constituencies, political desires,
ecological processes, program demands, etc) into newly liberating and interactive alliances.”[18] These contemporary understandings of
landscapes as complex adaptive systems, and of landscape architecture as an operator and regulator or controller of the processes, velocities
and forces that shape the landscape, provided the initial theoretical frame work for this masters project.
At the beginning of the twenty-first century, a new concept - ‘landscape urbanism’ was formed. This notion rapidly occupied a considerable part
of the contemporary landscape architectural discourse. The central idea of this concept, as Charles Waldheim states, is that “the landscape is
the model for contemporary urbanism”, and that landscape is the medium that is best suited to “contemporary urban conditions increasingly
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characterised by horizontal sprawl and rapid change.”[19] This statement, coupled with the understanding that landscape urbanists are
conceptually free to explore “ a new naturalism with no natural references,”[20] further refined the theoretical foundation of the project.
Generally, landscape urbanism tries to collapse the gap between landscape architecture, landscape planning and urban design and planning.
On the other hand, this disciplinary merging seems to be going ‘one-way’ only i.e. landscape architecture tries to critically enrich city planning
and urban design but not vice versa. This masters project has a different take on the above statement. It will be argued that urban planners
have not only adopted the viewpoint of cities as complex bottom-up phenomena but they have also developed and elaborated techniques for
modelling and exploring cities as complex systems, and that similar techniques are not evident in landscape theory and practice yet. It will also
be argued that these complexity modelling methods, described later in this writing, can be successfully utilised by landscape architects, offering
new ways of investigating and designing landscapes. Moreover, employing these techniques may lead to further reconcilement between
landscape architecture / planning and urban design / planning.
Another important point in the landscape urbanism paradigm, that “the recent discourse surrounding landscape urbanism does not yet begin to
address the issue of urban morphologies or the emergence of settlement patterns over time,” [21] was made by Graham Shane. This masters
project tries to address this issue in the fourth case study by modelling the recovery of a small Pacific settlement after cyclonic disturbance.
Landscape architects have, however, introduced complexity into the theoretical discourse and practice by the application of complexity at a
metaphorical or iconographic level. In his masterplan for Rebstock Park (Frankfurt), for instance, Eisenman (Fig. 3) uses folding metaphors in
his design approach, graphically and metaphorically referring to diagrams derived from catastrophe theory that describe sudden changes in
dynamic system developments. Showing an even more iconic approach, Jencks (Fig. 4) refers to complexity theory by directly translating
diagrams and images depicting strange attractors and other complex phenomena in the designs of his landscape architecture. “A Future
Generations University”[22] competition entry, on the other hand, uses the components of the campus to make a metaphorical analogue for the
components of an ecosystem. The metaphor borrows language and imagery from one realm to describe practice in another. It evokes,
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qualifies, and resonates by creating new relationships between things. This project shifts the interest in Nonlinear Theory to the level of
simulation or model. A simulation demonstrates how an organization functions. It has inputs and outputs. The main characteristics of models
will be outlined later in this writing.
In order to make more profound use of complex systems in landscape architectural design, tools are needed that can handle complex
relationships. The new approach ‘generative design’ was developed as an answer to these needs (Fig’s. 5, 6 and 7). Generative design is still a
relatively new approach to architecture and landscape architecture. Relevant terminology is still based on rather vague notions, and
encompasses a broad range of loosely related methodologies. In general, generative design can be described as a design strategy that differs
from other design approaches insofar that during the design process the designer does not interact with materials and products in a direct way,
but via a generative system of some sort.[23] In this project, the term ‘generative system’ refers to digital, computer-aided generative system
that is used by the designer himself.
When comparing the history of generative design in the fields of architecture and landscape architecture with Rescher’s modes of complexity,
close parallels become obvious. Most applications of generative architectural and landscape design employ variations or combinations of
constitutional and taxonomic complexity in generating variance (e.g. parametric design, data mapping techniques and the like). Only a few
generative design approaches deal with other kinds of complexity such as evolutionary design or cellular automata. While there are methods
and tools for modelling hierarchical and operational complexity (e.g. emergent and self-organizing systems), they are not evident in landscape
architectural practice yet.
The next chapter will describe the different types of models used by landscape architects, architects and planner and how these models
operate.
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2.4. Models
“All the models are wrong, some of them are useful.”
M. Batty
Models are abstractions and simplifications of the reality. Simplification in this sense is idealisation, with the spectrum from real to ideal being
one of the best ways of integrating the many definitions of the term model now widely used in the sciences and the professions. Morgan and
Morrison[24] declare that models play an ‘autonomous role’ in science and design. In this sense models are not theories, nor are they the same
as the realities they search to represent or manipulate. Models can be said to be instruments which enable scientists and designers to explore
the world and to plan for it prior to ‘acting’ on the world in some irrevocable way. Models are mediators between reality and theory, between
the past and the future and have a central role in bridging the gap between these two domains.
Lowry[25] observed that models could be classified in terms of the media employed to relate to the world they simulate, the type of abstractions
used, and their representation in terms of description or prediction of existing or new forms of the reality they related to. The media used is the
central distinction between representing a model in material or digital worlds. According to Batty, “models first became popular conceptually in
parallel to the development of computers but a distinction was always made between models built in the material world from those built
digitally.”[26] In this sense he refers to models built from materials as ‘iconic’ (Fig’s. 8 and 9) – they are toy-like and usually have a superficial
similarity to the real thing, as opposed to symbolic models (Fig. 10) “whose structure was usually mathematical in the widest sense, embodying
logical functionality through to analytical mathematics.”[27] “Sometimes”, Batty explains, “models were built in analogy to other systems and
traditionally these were material, good examples being electrical networks or river systems used to represent road traffic.”[28] In fact these
categories are no longer as simple as they were originally intended to be.
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Every model has mechanisms – theoretical assumptions that are external to the model. These mechanisms transform the model’s inputs into
outputs or predictions. This mechanism might be very basic, for instance, models that just represent the existing reality in a descriptive sense
and iconic models are often of this type. “Symbolic models”, as Batty observes, “developed for cities and their design usually embody more
complicated functions that encapsulate the way decisions are made about how activities ranging from demographic and economic activities like
population and employment to land uses, buildings and transport systems get located in space.”[29] Models, on the other hand, can be static simulating how the collection of decisions that have created a city have lead to its current structure or dynamic in which “some effort is made
to simulate the evolution of the decision making processes through time which have led to the current city.”[30] Within any model structure,
there is always the ability to manipulate elements that relate to a future reality.
This role of models in experimentation is absolutely crucial to their rationale. With the advancement of computer technology the above
described model categories merged together. A good example of merging symbolic and iconic models is GIS (Fig. 11), while CAM (Fig. 12)
technologies brought together digital and material models. One of the main advantages of the digital developments is that the computers made
it possible to experiment on simulations of the real thing, not on the real thing itself. “In terms of many systems that exist in the real world”,
Batty asserts, “the only kind of experimentation that is possible is through computer simulation.”[31] In terms of design then, experimentation is
extended to predict forms of the system under future conditions that do not yet and may never exist. Models are also essential instruments for
manipulating plans about the future. Models made it possible to ask multiple ‘what if?’ questions about the system of interest, and this is
absolutely central to their use in design and planning. With most recent digital developments it became possible “to simplify and manipulate
worlds associated with human systems and to experiment with them using simulation in ways that were simply unprecedented in earlier
times.”[32] Batty goes even further:
“It is even possible that the decline of the widely used term ‘theory’ across all disciplines and its replacement or its complement in the term ‘model’ is directly due to
digital computation. Most analysis in not only the social but also in the physical and natural sciences is now complemented, if not replaced, by simulation.”[33]
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Fig. 12 3D CAD-CAM model print. Source:www.casa.ucl.ac.uk
Fig.11 "CommunityViz is a GIS-based, decision support
system for community planning and design
applications that provides an interactive, real-time 3D
environment. It is designed to help both citizens and
professionals alike in understanding and developing
plans and policies for their community. The software
fully integrates the words, numbers, maps, and images
that planners and designers traditionally use for
planning purposes into one, real-time,
multidimensional environment". Source:
www.simcenter.org
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This project employs Multi-Agent Simulation techniques, which are considered one of the newest methods for modeling complex adaptive
systems, and are extensively used in urban planning.
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3. MODELLING COMPLEXITY
3.1. Complexity Modelling Methods and Tools Used for Simulating Landscape and Urban Dynamics
A new wave of spatial simulation modelling has come to the fore in very recent years. These innovations stem from recent developments in
computer science and geographic information science, as well as from traditional urban modelling and simulation techniques. This ‘new wave’
assembles a wide range of theories and tools and offers an interesting perspective that conventional models commonly have lacked: a view of
urban and natural phenomena based on the collective dynamics of interacting objects. There are four major characteristics distinguishing this
new approach:
•

Depiction of spatial units: “While traditional urban models have focused on aggregate partitions of urban space, essentially modifiable
spatial units, the new models are often run with discrete and spatially non-modifiable objects at a "microscopic" scale, e.g., houses, lots,
householders, and landowners.”[34]

•

Representation of spatial relationships: “Traditionally, geographic simulations are constrained by limiting assumptions in the methodologies
used to build them. Spatial interaction modelling, for example, describes one form - and one form only - of spatial interaction: flows of
matter and information between aggregate spatial units. Microsimulation often deals with individual units, but they are modelled in
isolation; the interactions between units are not generally considered.”[35] The individual-based models differ by accentuating on the
interactive behaviour of elementary units (e.g. people, trees, houses etc.) in an unlimited variety of ways. Additionally the assemblages of
these elementary units are formed bottom-up and can be observed at higher scales.

•

Treatment of time: “Traditionally, urban models have included simple proxies for time: cross-sectional data for one snapshot in time, or
longitudinal data that offers several snapshots, but with little information about the intervening periods.”[36] On the contrary, the new
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modelling techniques offer the possibility of constructing dynamic simulations at different time-scales. This is important because a vast
range of hypothesis can be studied in simulation.
•

Goals of simulation: As mentioned, the conventional goal of modelling is predictability, while the new approach focuses on the simulations
as a scenario-based exercise. Instead of exact, case-based prediction, an alternative based on stochastic observations is used: In order to
characterize a system’s ability to resist and adapt to external disturbance, system models are developed with as much detail as possible.
These models are then tested for stability against random changes within simulated environments. Thus, predictions for complex systems
are mostly based on identifying a specific system's properties in general rather than predicting their exact future state or behaviour.
Predictions are therefore based on statistical evaluations and large numbers of samples, and – similar to other statistical methodologies only describe probabilities of future developments.

Research on these new approaches is mostly concentrated on techniques to improve spatial simulation technology: invention of new or
adaptation of existing algorithms for spatial processes; new methodologies for conceptualizing spatial entities and the relationships between
them; the application of simulation models to real-world problems, etc. The vast majority of the ideas in these approaches are borrowed from
other fields, largely complexity theory, computer science, physics, chemistry, mathematics, economics, ecology, and biology. Of these
disciplines, computer science is particularly important, especially the areas of artificial intelligence, artificial life, and object-oriented
programming. In addition, studies in individual-oriented modelling commonly make use of developments within the geographical sciences,
including geographic information science, and spatial analysis. For instance, cellular automata (CA) and multi-agent systems (MAS), which will
be explained shortly, have strong affiliations with raster GIS because the cellular nature of their environments is very close to GIS grids. The
GIS – MAS (CA) data exchange, however, has not yet become standard practice.
In many cases methodologies borrowed from other fields have been developed in non-spatial contexts and their adaptation for use by
landscape architects is very difficult and requires expertise in mathematics or specialised knowledge of computer programming. The best
known technique of this kind is Artificial Neural Network (ANN) based modeling. ANN can be regarded as a nonlinear mathematical function
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which transforms a set of input variables into a set of output variables. The precise form of the transformation is governed by a set of
parameters called weights whose values can be determined on the basis of a set of examples of the required mapping (in mathematical sense).
The process of determining these parameters’ values is often called learning or training, and may be a computationally intensive undertaking.
Once the weights have been fixed, however, new data can be processed by the network very rapidly. ANN offer a powerful set of tools for
solving problems in pattern recognition, data processing, and non-linear control, which can be regarded as complementary to those of more
conventional approaches.
There is, however, another set of complexity modelling methods that are spatially explicit, easier to understand, and, in my opinion, more
applicable to the landscape design process. They are known as cellular automata (CA) and multi-agent systems (MAS). These models offer a
number of important innovations:
•

They are disaggregated: interactions can be simulated between individuals and actual building units.

•

They are inherently dynamic.

•

The algorithms that they use can be derived directly from theoretical ideas of how cities and landscapes work.

•

They are still complicated, but they make more intuitive sense.

•

They are often displayed as visual environments, and as such are a lot easier to interpret.

Despite their obvious advantages, there are some things these models don't do well. CA and MAS are, for the most part, bottom-up models:
lots of activity goes on between small-scale entities at a very micro-scale and this "emerges", often in quite ordered patterns, at the macrolevel. A lot of things work like this in landscape systems, but some things don't. Importantly, CA and MAS are not all that good at handling the
properties of urban and landscape systems that operate from the top-down, such as the designation of land-uses, planning controls, or the
introduction of new public infrastructure (like highways).
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Cellular Automata (CA)
Cellular automata originate from the specification of digital computers. They were invented by Alan Turing, John von Neumann, and Stanislaw
Ulam, initially as computing media. Later, they have been utilised by other fields outside of computing and put to a wide variety of
applications.[37] They have also been used in the simulation of urban and natural phenomena. Cellular automata consist of several key
components: cells arranged evenly on a tessellated grid-space, cell states, neighbourhoods, transition rules, and time. The cell space on which
a cellular automaton works might be considered equivalent to an environment, a landscape, or a territory. Originally the cell space was both
regular in structure like a checkered grid and infinite in extent (infinity is generally achieved by describing the cell space as a torus: its edges
'wrap around' on themselves).
The individual cells are occupied at any given time by a discrete state, e.g., full or empty, alive or dead, yellow or blue, one or zero. In an
urban or landscape context the cell state can be made to represent any attribute of the environment, e.g., land use (residential or commercial),
density (high density or low density), land cover (forested or concrete), Each cell has a neighbourhood of adjacent cells that surround it.
Neighbourhoods are commonly described as either being 'Moore' (the cell in question and the eight surrounding cells that border it) or 'von
Neumann' (the cell in question and its four cardinal neighbours). However, a neighbourhood can be specified to represent any form of actionat-a-distance.[38] Certain rules included in the model determine the state of any given cell in the matrix at any given time. These transition rules
are applied to cells synchronously, altering the state of cells according to their individual condition and the condition of the cells in the
neighbourhood. One of the most famous sets of transition rules is John Conway's Game of Life. In the Game of Life, cells are considered to be
'alive' or 'dead'. In each iteration of the model, transition rules are applied to the cells' states. A 'live' cell in one iteration remains 'alive' in the
next iteration if its neighborhood contains either two or three other alive cells, otherwise its state is coded as 'dead'. Additionally, a 'dead' cell in
one iteration can become 'alive' in the next if its neighbourhood contains exactly three 'live' cells.[39] Of course, in a landscape context,
transition rules can be constructed to represent any process affecting an landscape system, e.g., a cell is suitable for conversion from vacant to
developed if all cells in its neighbourhood have states corresponding to 'extremely high land value'; otherwise it remains vacant. As alluded to
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in the previous discussion of transition rules, time in cellular automata is discrete. It proceeds in iterative steps, 'jumping' from one point to the
next: t; t+1; t+2; t+3; ...; t+n.
There are many advantages to applying cellular automata models to urban and landscape systems (Fig.13): realism, spatiality, resolution,
presentation, and links with geographic information systems, object-oriented programming, and remotely sensed data. Cellular automata have
been used as a simulation technique in the study of an impressively wide range of urban phenomena, including regional growth, urban sprawl,
gentrification, residential growth, population dynamics, economic activity and employment, historical urbanization, land use evolution, and
polycentricity to name but a few. Even though, cellular automata models have been widely applied to the study of urban phenomena, there
does not seem to be applications in landscape architecture. The original developers of cellular automata - Turing, von Neumann, Wolfram, and
Conway - describe it as quite rigid in its structure. This rigid structure works well in the simulation of many physical systems in biology,
chemistry, and physics, but wanes as an appropriate framework for studying landscape and urban systems. Understandably, researchers have
adapted the formalism of the traditional cellular automata to suit their simulation needs. In this sense, many cellular automata-like models of
urban systems are really cellular models rather than cellular automata. These adaptations are mostly made in several ways:

Cell space
The idea of an infinite spatial plane is inapplicable in an urban context. Cellular automata are therefore constrained in their cell space to finite
dimensions. The regularity of this space is also questionable in urban contexts. Recent researchers have altered the structure of cellular
automata spaces and rendered them irregular.

Cell states
In traditional cellular automaton, cell states are discrete (and quite often binary). There is little in the landscape, however, that is discrete. Most
conditions are continuous, and of course landscapes are multi-faceted. Therefore, cellular models of urban systems commonly contain several
cell states simultaneously, and these states range in type from absolute to discrete and to continuous. An innovative adaptation to the
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traditional idea of the cell state is the introduction of fixed (states that cannot be altered by transition rules) and unfixed cell states,
corresponding respectively, for example, to water sites or land values.

Neighbourhoods
The idea of the neighborhood in formal cellular automaton is rather restrictive. Urban neighbourhoods come in many shapes, configurations,
and sizes. Complaining that neighbourhoods such as the Moore and von Neumann restrict the level of spatial variation that cellular automata
models can generate, many researchers have tinkered with neighbourhoods to include the notion of 'action-at-a-distance'.

Transition rules
Perhaps the greatest innovation with cellular automata models comes in the formulation of the transition rules. It is here that cellular models of
urban systems are generated with adherence to what we know in theory about cities. Recently, urban studies using cellular models have
introduced an innovative range of parameters into transition rules trying to enhance their realism. These parameters have included probabilistic
functions, utility-maximization, accessibility calculations, exogenous links and constraints (linking cellular models to other models), weights,
hierarchies, inertia, etc.

3.2. Multi-agent simulations
Multi-agent systems (MAS) possess characteristics that are analogous to those of cellular automata (CA). Agents - the elemental components of
MAS - are pieces of software code with attributes that describe their condition and characteristics that govern their behaviour. Like CA, agents
exist in some space. In an urban and landscape context, any number of artificial environments might be designed for agents to inhabit, from
building spaces to cities. Agents are more freely able to navigate and explore their spatial environments than are the individual finite state
machines that comprise CA, simply because their spatial behavior is not constrained by a lattice and interaction can be mediated beyond the
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neighbourhood. MAS possess true mobility within their virtual spaces, allowing for a much richer range of spatial processes to be represented
than is possible in CA.
As with CA, agents possess some discrete confines that separate them from the environment in which they exist. This boundary need not be
cellular, although that is one of the forms that agents may take. In this way, agents can be designed to mimic any urban or landscape entity,
e.g., individual inhabitants, businesses, vehicles, trees etc. Agents have sets of attributes, or states that describe their characteristics. States
can be formulated to represent the attributes of real urban or landscape entities. For example an agent designed to mimic a tree could hold
attributes such as reproductive strategy, age, species, etc. In many cases, attributes that lend agents some form of ‘agency’ are also attributed
to individual agents in a multi-agent system. In CA, information exchange is mediated through the neighbourhood. With MAS, the exchange of
information is much more explicit. Agents can, in many instances, ‘communicate’ with other agents as well as with their environments. The
potential channels for interaction are therefore much greater within MAS when compared to CA. As with CA, agent behavior is driven by
transition rules. Any number of rules can be devised to govern the activities of agents, such as the goals that agents seek to satisfy (e.g.,
minimizing travel distance using some form of travelling salesman algorithm), or the ‘preferences’ that agents might have (e.g., ‘likes’ and
‘dislikes’ for certain spaces).
There are several software packages (usually named modelling environments) devoted to CA and MAS modelling. Most of them, however, are
not on the commercial market yet. They are products of different universities or research laboratories, which is why using them may be a
rather complicated task and often requires computer programming skills.
After the survey of modelling environments mentioned earlier, Netlogo was selected for this project for the following pragmatic reasons:
•

Easy to learn.

•

Comprehensive set of tutorials.
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•

No programming skills necessary.

•

Large model library.

•

Helpful user group.

3.3. Netlogo
Netlogo is a multi-agent programming language and modelling environment for simulating natural and social phenomena. It is particularly well
suited for modelling complex systems evolving over time. Modellers can give instructions to hundreds or thousands of independent ‘agents’ all
operating concurrently. This makes it possible to explore connections between the micro-level behaviors of individuals and macro-level patterns
that emerge from their interactions. NetLogo enables users to open simulations and ‘play’ with them, exploring their behavior under various
conditions. Having been designed for both education and research it is also an environment that is simple enough to enable researchers to
create their own models, even if they are not professional programmers.
The Netlogo world consists of agents. Agents are beings that can follow instructions. All of the agents can carry out their own activity
simultaneously. In Netlogo, there are four types of agents: turtles, patches, links, and the observer. Turtles are agents that move around in the
world. The world is two dimensional and is divided up into a grid of patches. Each patch is a square piece of "ground" over which turtles can
move. Links are agents that connect two turtles. The observer doesn't have a location, it is looking over the world of turtles and patches. When
NetLogo starts up, there are no turtles yet. The observer can make new turtles. Patches can make new turtles too. Patches can't move, but
otherwise they're just as "alive" as turtles and the observer are. Patches have coordinates. The patch at coordinates (0, 0) is called the origin
and the coordinates of the other patches are the horizontal and vertical distances from this one. The number of patches can be adjusted by
editing NetLogo's view. Turtles have coordinates too. A patch's coordinates are always integers, but a turtle's coordinates can have decimals.
This means that a turtle can be positioned at any point within its patch; it doesn't have to be in the center of the patch. Links do not have
coordinates, instead they have two endpoints (each a turtle). Links appear between the two endpoints, along the shortest path possible. The
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world of patches can have different shapes. By default the world is a torus which means it isn't bounded, but "wraps" - so when a turtle moves
past the edge of the world, it disappears and reappears on the opposite edge and every patch has the same number of "neighbour" patches –
if a patch is on the edge of the world, some of its neighbours are on the opposite edge. However, the shape of the world can be changed by
adjusting the wrap settings by editing the view. If wrapping is not allowed in a given direction then in that direction (x or y) the world is
bounded. Patches along that boundary will have fewer than 8 neighbors and turtles will not move beyond the edge of the world.
In order to understand the logic of algorithms needed to build models of this sort it is instructive to look at a very simple example:
Other ways of drawing circles
As part of the ‘new epistemology’ (the idea that there are new ways of knowing things), it may be instructive to look the mathematical idea of a
circle and Seymour Papert’s Logo method.[40] In conventional terms, a circle is defined by knowing that a point on the circumference of a circle
centered on origin of radius R is given by:
Xcirc = originX + R x cos (angle)
Ycirc = originY + R x sin (angle)
However, using the Netlogo turtle drawing method is much simpler:
to circle
repeat 36
forward 1
turn Left 10
end
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The first example uses mathematical knowledge without understanding, the second uses an algorithm to drive a turtle round in a circle, by
moving forward and turning 10 degrees 36 times. As well as being easier to understand (it requires only English and a familiarity with walking)
the turtle drawing method is particularly suited to computer implementation since computers are good at doing things over and over again, and
the transparency of the process makes it easy to adapt to make different turtle drawings.
With parallel computation it can be proposed another implementation of the circle using not just one turtle but many of them. The algorithm is
based on the characterisation of a circle as being an array of points all at the same distance from another common point.
To do this with turtles follow these rules:
1. Create a lot of turtles at random.
2. Get each turtle to turn towards the centre of the circle.
3. Get each turtle to measure the distance between itself and this centre point.
4. If this distance is less than the desired radius then take a step back (too near).
5. If it is greater then take a step forward.
6. Go on doing this for ever.
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This procedure can be written in Netlogo as:
to attract
ask turtles
[set heading towardsxy 0 0
ifelse ((distancexy 0 0 ) < radius)
[bk 1]
[fd 1]]
end (Fig. 14)
The idea is clearly about thinking differently; it is remarkable that nowhere in the procedure it is given where the turtles are to walk to, they
just walk back and forth. In fact the circle is only apparent to the human observer, and while we look at it, it shimmers into being rather than
being constructed carefully. The result is a ring of turtles defining a circle. In fact there is one more thing to do because just using this process
will result in an uneven circle with gaps in because the turtles start off randomly and gather in random spacing around the circumference. How
can the turtles spread themselves out? The answer is to do roughly the same thing as in attract, but instead of using the global point 0, 0 (the
centre of Netlogo’s universe) the nearest turtle’s position is considered:
to repel
ask turtles
[set closest-turtle min-one-of turtles with [self != myself] [distance
set heading towards closest-turtle
bk repel-strength ]
end (Fig’s. 15 and 16)
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myself]

Again, it is not written in the code where the turtles should go, just to back off a bit. Of course if they do that they may well get too close to
another turtle, but that doesn’t matter because they will move again and so will all the other turtles and so on and so on.
These two procedures - repel and attract - form a useful test bed for experiments, and not only in drawing circles of course. Given a higher
level of abstraction, more complex shapes and spatial organizations than individual geometric objects can be modelled without having to do
much extra coding. As an example, the minimum energy tessellation can be generated by just using repel without attract. This leads each turtle
to move to a position where it is as far away as possible from all the others. With a suitable repel strength the points all settle down in a
triangular pattern because whenever they diverge from this grid they are in an unstable situation and will always fall back into the triangular
lattice. The point to note is that these wiggles are not in the algorithm (all it states is the backing off principle outlined above). What would one
expect from such an algorithm? At first sight perhaps just aimless wandering; however it does in fact settle down as if pulled into alignment by
some force, not implied by the two lines of code. This is an example of emergence - the idea that by operating continuously in parallel the
program engenders a higher order observation. This could be characterised as a simple demonstration of the principle that the triangular lattice
is the least cost minimum energy equilibrium point for a 2D tessellation, with each point equidistant to 6 others.
It is useful to compare this bottom up small program with the conventional recipe for a triangular tessellation. Of course there are many ways
of describing how to draw such a pattern, but using a simple wallpaper approach the following can be written:
1. Set out a line of dots at a spacing of 1.
2. Duplicate this line with an offset of 0.5 in the X direction and the square root of 0.75 in the y direction.
3. Do this as many times as you like.
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The square root of 0.75 is the height of an equilateral triangle of side 1 derived from Pythagoras (where height2 + 0.52 = 12; so h = √1-0.25),
which evaluates to approximately 0.86602540378443864676372317075294.
This is not a very attractive number and seems to suggest that this algorithm is not capturing the real description of the underlying dynamics,
but just mechanically constructing a top down and rather clumsy measurement of the outcome. This distinction forms part of the argument in
favour of the short description encoded in the generative rule rather than the long description involved in traditional geometry.
A more complex outcome that can be accomplished with only small modifications is readily achieved with emergent Voronoi diagrams, which
are conventionally calculated using computational geometry. A Voronoi diagram is a pattern which describes the minimal energy pathways
between a set of points. It is apparent that every initial point is separated from its immediate neighbours by being enclosed in a polygon, face
joining the polygons of all its neighbours. To construct this tessellation using conventional geometry is an extremely difficult task.

Generating Voronoi diagrams using Netlogo
A small modification is made to the attract procedure, so that instead of turtles being attracted to the constant location 0, 0 they are interested
in another of the turtles acting as a target. Two kinds of turtles are designated: normal ones and targets. Both the normal turtles and the
target turtles obey the repel rule, but the attract rule only applies to normal turtles, who try to stay at a particular radius from the target
turtles:
to attract
locals [targets]
ask turtles
[
set targets turtles with [target = true]
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set closest-turtle min-one-of targets with [self != myself][distance myself]
set heading? towards closest-turtle
if else ((distance closest-turtle ) < radius) [bk 1] [fd 1]
]
end (Fig. 17)
After this short introduction to Netlogo’s logic, the case studies will be explained in detail.
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4. CASE STUDIES
The initial idea of this masters project was to model one simulation with as much detail as possible and to utilise it as a basis for developing a
landscape design strategy. It was suggested by some of the visiting critics that one simulation would not be enough to demonstrate the
advantages and shortcomings of Netlogo. This is why the objective of the project was amended i.e. the aim became to evaluate Netlogo by
testing its ability to simulate a wide range of landscape systems.
The case studies are neither calibrated nor validated. Model calibration means setting the model structure and parameter values in ways that
accurately reflect a real-world system. Calibration typically requires data on the micro-level processes that the agent-based model is based
upon. These data can be obtained through various means, such as surveys, statistical analysis of empirical data or experiments designed to
obtain decision-making strategies and factors.[41] Validity can be ascertained by comparing the output of the model with comparable data
collected from a real-world system.[42] The models, on the other hand, are only partially verified – they have ‘inner validity’ or they do what they
say they do. This is why the evaluation process is based on the qualities’ criteria only – models ability to resemble some of the inherent
dynamics of the simulated landscape system.
As described in chapter 2.4., the Netlogo models designed for this masters project are both simplifications and idealisations of reality but they
also have many advantages. There are inherently dynamic, multiple ‘what if questions’ can be asked, numerous possible futures can be
explored, as well as very slow landscape processes can be observed, for instance observing the formation of hydrological patterns (Case Study
two). Learning to model with Netlogo was time consuming and complicated process and therefore the case studies have increasing degree of
complexity.
Netlogo modelling process (Fig. 18) generally comprises five steps. It starts with selection of the elements and the processes of interest, for
instance in the first case study the elements are pedestrians and obstacles, while the process is their behaviour i.e. the strategies that, every
agent (pedestrian) employs in relation to other pedestrians and in relation to obstacles. This first step is very similar to mapping. The second
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step is how many types of agents are needed and what strategies they have. In the first case study the pedestrians are turtles and the
obstacles are patches. Every turtle follows a set of rules (cohesion, separation, alignment) in relation to the rest of the turtles while, avoiding
any obstacles they encounter. The third step is to decide how many variables determine agent’s behaviour. Determining the ways agents
exchange information or the feedback loops of the system is the fourth step, which together establishes the system’s dynamics and
synchronization modes.

4.1. Model 1: Pedestrian Behaviour (Flocking or Turbulence)
When the focus of interest in physical landscape systems is at a very small scale, at the level of buildings and surrounding areas for example,
pedestrian movement becomes essential of how space is used which, in turn, is informative for future possible developments. According to
Batty:[43] “Until quite recently these kinds of problems were seen outside of the remit of urban modelling and GIS”, as well as that, they raise
questions about dynamics “that has long been an Achilles’ Heel of geography and GIS” and for the same reason the tools dealing with similar
issues have been missing from the landscape architectural tool bag.[44] However, recent technological developments combined with ideas from
complexity theory made it possible to simulate seemingly uncoordinated behaviour at a micro level and to observe the emergence of more
global patterns.
The model explores two polar types of pedestrian behaviour. The first one is the urge to see what others are doing which leads to flocking
while the second one is the desire to reach some goal which often results in turbulence within crowd situations. Both can result either in
blocking and panic or in smooth movement if local actions develop at speeds that allow synchronization.
Building 1 and the surrounding areas at Unitec, Mt Albert Campus, were chosen for these experiments. A Vectorworks drawing of the first floor
layout was prepared, converted to a PNG file and imported into Netlogo. The surrounding areas were intentionally left void, so the designer can
interact with the model and observe the emergent pedestrian movement patterns.
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As mentioned above this model explores two different types of pedestrian behaviour:
4.1.1. Flocking (curiosity or ‘what one’s neighbour is doing?’) (Fig’s. 19, 20 and 21)
Four factors determine how walkers flock. First there is ‘cohesion’. This is the direction towards the centre of the neighbourhood containing the
walkers which the walker in question is following. Second is ‘separation’. This is when a walker does not want to be too close to any other
walkers and points away from those who are too close. Third there is an ‘alignment’ of walkers in their neighbourhood which is taken as the
average direction in which all walkers are pointing. And last there is vision (vision distance) - this is the part of the environment the agent can
‘see’. All four criteria are represented in the model code as variables, so their values can be changed and different types of behaviour patterns
take place. Highly realistic simulations can be generated through their fine tuning. This kind of model was first proposed for ‘boids’, computer
simulated objects in flight, by Reynolds[45] for simulating flocks of birds in computer movies, but as Batty points out, this “has wide applicability
as a model of the way groups of people coalesce and disperse in situations of crowding.”[43]
The Flocking Model[46] from Netlogo’s model library was used as a base for this first simulation. The model was improved in the following ways:
•

New variable (‘vision angle’) was added in order to achieve more realistic simulation.[47] ‘Vision angle’ and ‘vision distance’ form the cone of
vision or the part of the environment the agents are aware of.

•

New procedure[48] for avoiding obstacles was integrated into the model. The agents detect the closest obstacle in their ‘cone of vision’ and
determine the distance between themselves and the obstacle and they turn left or right in such a way that as they get nearer to the
obstacle they veer away from it, retaining their smooth movements.

•

The agents are further programmed to recognize the imported image of building 1 as an obstacle.

•

The user of the model can draw or erase obstacles while the simulation is running and observe changes in agent behaviours as well as
study the emergent macro-scale patterns.
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This first, comparatively simple model has potential for wide usage in the landscape design process. It can be, simply, utilised as a visualistion
tool because of its dynamic nature. Numerous possible pedestrian behaviours may be studied when different weights are assigned to the above
described rules. The modeller can add or remove obstacles while the simulation is running and to investigate altered pedestrian behaviour. It
can also be applied to test landscape designs by means the way they contain and distribute various pedestrian flows.
Broader testing and analysis of this model disclosed some of its shortcomings. The way the simulation was designed does not account for
randomness in people’s behaviour. Randomness can be introduced into the system in several ways.The introduction of ‘noise’ (through
reprogramming agents responses) for example, can result in some of the agents to behave randomly or partially disregard the flocking rules.
More complex pedestrian patterns can be achieved, for instance, if there is more than one flock of pedestrians and new rules of interaction are
devised for agents from different flocks. The model does not account for the daily and the seasonal patterns of use. This shortcoming can be
partially overcome by setting up different obstacles for ‘day’ pedestrians and ‘night’ pedestrians, for example.
Using this algorithm to simulate pedestrian behaviour has its limitations. It became practically impossible to interweave goal-oriented behaviour
(in this model the agents do not have any goal, they just flock and avoid obstacles), or to build ambiguity in agents response to these
obstacles. One of the problems here is the lack of data about the subtleties of pedestrian behaviour when in different places.There is research
done about pedestrian behaviours in buildings, malls and centres or in parades and carnivals but not in parks, for example.[49]
4.1.2. Turbulence (the desire to flee or to reach some goal) (Fig’s. 22, 23, 24 and 25)
Turbulence is the second type of pedestrian movement explored in this case study. The popular ‘ant-foraging algorithm’ was used as a
foundation for this simulation. Similar model was firstly developed at the MIT Media Lab.[50] The ant food finding algorithm starts by ants
wandering randomly about on the search for food, but with no idea of where it might be found. This epistemological gap is essential for the
upside down approach. For the algorithm to work the ants have to change their behaviour when they find food and to communicate this
changed behaviour to the other ants. This is done by building in a mechanism to smell food, and by laying a pheromone trail when they have
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done so. In this way they are using the environment to communicate with others, and in so doing the environment takes part by evaporating
the pheromone trail over time. This process is known as stigmergy. It is an efficient mechanism because it brings the environment into the
feedback loop and helps the ants to orient themselves along well trod paths while ensuring that lesser travelled paths become more and more
uninteresting. Stigmetry resembles, to certain extent, pedestrian behaviour in crowd-like situations. The analogy is possible because of
Gibson's[51] ecological theory of perception. Gibson's theory was formulated primarily in order to overturn theories burdened with subjective and
objective knowledge, and to replace them with a model in which the agent and its environment are conjoined by a set of affordances so the
agent perceives the contents of the environment directly and uses the affordances within it to guide its action without reference to superior
representational models. Today, according to Neisser[52], Gibson's work has been contextualised and broken into further models in which
recognition and representation do play a part. However, this model attempts the use of direct perception, and addresses the environment as
the provider of possibilities.
As a foundation for this simulation, the ant model[53] from Netlogo’s model library was used. The original simulation was altered in the following
ways:
•

‘The nest’ and ‘the food’ from the original model were renamed to node or starting point and to attractor or goal. New procedures were
designed in order to make the locations of the nodes and the attractors user defined as opposed to their fixed positions in the initial model.

•

New set of rules was programmed so agents can recognize and avoid obstacles.

•

Additional procedures, that allow user interactions with the model by means of adding or removing obstacles, were also built in.

•

Like in the previous model an image of Building 1 layout was imported into the model and agents were programmed to recognize as an
obstacle.

Additional observations and feedback from the workshop exposed some of the possible utilisations of this model and revealed some of its
shortcomings. As in the previous case this simulation can be used as a visualization tool, different pedestrian behaviours can also be studied. It
differs from the previous study because the pedestrian behaviour here is goal oriented. This feature makes the simulation more rigid. Not many
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alterations can be made in this case. If the simulation runs long enough the shortest path between node and attractor emerges. This case
study may be employed by landscape architects for testing design strategies for bottle-necks. The agents are very sensitive while going through
narrow passages and it seriously decelerates the emergence of the shortest path.

4.2. Model 2: Watershed Dynamics (Fig’s. 26 and 27)
The second case study investigates the formation and the dynamics of hydrological patterns on a particular site. It can be interpreted as a
complimentary and / or alternative technique to GIS hydrological analysis. This simulation also resolves some of the issues of GIS[54] - Netlogo
data exchange that has not yet become a standard process. The model offers several alternatives that ArcGIS is still lacking. Most importantly it
is dynamic compared to the “snapshot” GIS environment and this is why the user can explore the actual emergence of water patterns. The
model is also less computationally exhaustive, as well as having the advantage that various water sources can be added and different flow
trajectories can be explored. In addition the user can insert and delete infrastructural elements such as houses, roads or dams, and investigate
the changes they cause to the hydrology of the area. Unitec Mt Albert Campus was selected for this experiment. GIS site data was acquired
from Unitec New Zealand. The existing Digital Elevation Model (ESRI grid file type) was resampled into a grid with cell size 10 x 10 meters and
after that exported as ASCII grid. These operations were performed using Arc Map 9.2 software. A new procedure enabling Netlogo to read the
ASCII grid was written and the file was imported.[55]
The experiment was constructed utilizing the Netlogo Grand Canyon model.[56] This algorithm is based on the well known fact that water flows
along the steepest possible path. Simply explained, raindrops fall in random locations or at locations selected by the user, then flow downhill. If
no nearby patch has a lower elevation, the raindrop stays where it is. Raindrops pool until they over-flow on the adjoining land.
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The initial Grand Canyon Model was enriched by assigning different colours to water from different sources, as well as by developing new rules
for raindrops when they fall on, or reach, infrastructural elements. For example, if a raindrop falls on or reaches a building or road, it disappears
(into the storm water system) and if raindrops are behind a dam they pool until they flow over.
This simulation significantly differs from the previous ones because no human behaviour is modelled. It also exemplifies Netlogo – ArcGIS data
exchange. As a stand-alone tool ArcGIS hydroanalysis is very confined i.e., it does not take into account the existing or proposed infrastructure.
For landscape architects who deal with on-site water management issues this is serious impediment. Netlogo in combination with ArcGIS
however, offers a possible solution to the problem. The interconnections between existing / proposed infrastructure and the emergent drainage
patterns can be studied in dynamic simulation. The Watershed Dynamics model can be extended by simulating earth processes connected to
hydrology like erosion and sedimentation for example.

4.3. Model 3: Tropical Forest (Disturbance Ecology) (Fig’s. 28, 29, 30 and 31)
This model is part of an academic research project titled ‘Pacific Disturbanism’ being conducted at Unitec New Zealand. The research set out to
test the feasibility of a disturbance ecology model for settlement re-building on Pacific islands after cyclonic events. This simulation was
developed during stage one of the research and was an essential part of the development of appropriate mapping and modelling procedures
and protocols. In chapters 5 and 6 the model will be evaluated according to its applicability in landscape architectural design.
The concept is that after cyclonic disturbance, plant recovery occurs according to environmental rules and conditions. This combined with the
understanding that these are extremely complex and dynamic, which can only partially be understood through conventional mapping, provided
the initial framework for this model.
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The first task was to develop a simple, reductive model of a complex adaptive system. For the base system, an island forest system, considered
as always emergent was used. A simple set of rules were developed utilizing specific reproductive strategies of plants in a specified terrain.
Both the strategies and the terrain conditions could be modified. This would be the foundation for a multi-agent simulation of ecosystem
recovery.
The building of the model consisted of five major steps:
•

Establishing plant reproductive categories: wind and animal dispersal, vegetative propagation.

•

Establishing terrain variables: water, soil type and slope.

•

Establishing a destruction gradient.

•

Deriving sets of rules on the basis of these.

•

Establishing a modelling technique that was achievable using Netlogo.

The model consists of four major subsystems:
•

Trees that reproduce by mobile and immobile (or fixed) methods.

•

Reproductive agents – seeds and birds.

•

Environment comprising two elements – terrain and suitability.

•

A destruction gradient, consisting of cyclonic force winds, flooding and tidal waves.

A set of operations or feedback loops bonding both the elements of each system and the elements from different systems together was
developed.
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The model actualizes a circular, conical Pacific island whose tree cover evinces the following colonization ‘techniques’:
•

Mobile dispersal.

1. Fragmentation roots – stems or other vegetative matter.
2. Seeds – wind or birds.
•

Fixed re-growth.

1. From root stock.
2. From stems (with roots).
Model variables:
•

The environment is represented by two variables - suitability and elevation.
The suitability of the patches is random (shown in brown - the lighter the colour the more suitable the patch). The ‘smoothness’ of the
suitability (i.e. the relationship between the patch values) can be adjusted.
Elevation can be adjusted and is indicated by colour (yellow) – the lighter the yellow the higher the elevation.

•

Trees. The initial number of trees, from 1-10, can be set by the user. They have random distribution and age, and will grow on the lowest
pre-set patch suitability value and above. Trees die at 100 years of age. Size is determined by age. A tree grows ½ a unit per year to a
maximum of 10 units (i.e. 20 years), then stops.
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Tree re-growth strategy
The assumption is that all trees have seeds, distributed by either wind OR birds (the percentage of each type can be adjusted by the user). In
addition, trees may be set to reproduce by fragmentation (i.e. a bit breaks off and re-grows elsewhere) and/or fixed regeneration (i.e. stump
re-grows after damage). Each strategy can be combined with any of the others. Trees can only employ a re-growth strategy after five years.

Supporters
Every tree can identify any supporters it may have i.e. those trees which touch its canopy to the left of the tree (i.e. located to the west of the
tree, since all disturbance comes from the east in this model).

Density
One tree can’t overlap with another beyond a certain pre-set (but adjustable) limit. In the case where two trees are closer than this limit, the
younger of the two trees will die.

Strength
Maximum strength is attained at 80 years. After this time, strength diminishes (at the same rate as the increase in strength with age). Strength
is also related to initial patch suitability – the more suitable the patch, the stronger the tree.
If there are any ‘supporters’ (see above) then strength equals it’s own strength, plus the average strength of the supporters.

Model dynamics and feedback loops
Once set in motion the programme automatically keeps going and re-calculates the variables on a twice-yearly basis. (Assumption that there
are two reproductive cycles each year for wind distributed trees, and one for fruiting trees). The programme calculates tree age and size,
changes in suitability, corrects for density, identification of supporters, re-determining strength, production of seeds, and tree death as
required:
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•

Suitability change and tree growth. Trees affect suitability during the second year of growth and beyond. All patches under the crown
decrease in suitability by 5% each year. Therefore, as the tree grows, a suitability gradient occurs under the canopy, with the least suitable
patches located closest to the trunk.

•

Tree death. When a tree dies its suitability doesn’t revert back entirely to the initial suitability value, but takes into account its current value
and the value of the surrounding patches. The formula is: current suitability value plus initial suitability value plus average value of all
neighbouring patches divided by three. This applies every time a tree dies (for whatever reason).

•

Tree reproduction. Trees commence reproduction after 5 years of age.

Wind dispersal – every tree produces five ‘initiators’ twice yearly. These are not seeds, but distribute themselves according to wind direction
and speed[57] (wind variables can also be adjusted by user). They check the patch they land on for suitability, and if suitable, grow. They
then continue on their journey, landing, checking and growing as appropriate. The number of iterations (or steps) can be adjusted from 1100. These ‘initiators’ then, represent many seeds.

Bird dispersal –birds pick up the seeds if they fly over a tree that is reproduced by birds and, drops a seed at each step. The bird continues
dropping one seed each step (which only grows if the conditions are suitable) until it completes the set number of steps then it ‘dies’. The
birds follow a pre-designed set of rules: “alignment", "separation", and "cohesion". "Alignment" means that a bird tends to turn so that it is
moving in the same direction that nearby birds are moving. "Separation" means that a bird will turn to avoid another bird which gets too
close. "Cohesion" means that a bird will move towards other nearby birds (unless another bird is too close). When two birds are too close,
the "separation" rule overrides the other two, which are deactivated until the minimum separation is achieved. The three rules affect only
the bird's heading. Each bird always moves forward at the same constant speed.
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Fragmentation / regeneration
All trees (or a pre-set percentage from 0-100) can employ this reproductive strategy. The tree produces 5 ‘seeds’ (or initiators) which scatter
randomly (not related to wind patterns). The number of steps is ¼ of the number of steps set for the wind dispersal strategy (i.e. the same
slider is used). Again, fragments only grow when they land on a suitable patch.
Regeneration – The percentage of trees which will re-grow once knocked down (e.g. by hurricane) can be adjusted. Currently, once a tree dies
from old age, a pre-set percentage can regenerate.
Disturbance
There are two types of disturbance:
•

Hurricane.

•

Flood / waves (linked phenomena).

Hurricane
The hurricane always moves across the screen from E to W (i.e. right to left). It operates as a single line of force, made up of small units
(called ‘turtles’). The power of the hurricane is adjustable. At each step, any turtle which meets a tree canopy will check the tree strength. If
the energy of the turtle is greater than the strength of the tree, the tree breaks. As a result, the energy of the turtle reduces by the same value
as the strength of the tree.

Flood / waves
The initial level of the ‘wave’ at the coast is set. As the wave moves across the screen, at each step it gives half of its water to the neighbouring
patch with the lowest water level. If there is more than one patch with the same lowest value, one will be selected at random to receive the
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water. The number of times the wave moves over the screen is variable. Once the model has completed its cycle, the ‘wave’ at the coast
becomes negative, acting as a sink to draw the water on land, back out to sea – i.e. the model operates in reverse.
Waves break trees in two ways:
1. The length of time water was present under the tree relative to the strength of the tree.
2. The power of the wave relative to the strength of the tree.
Even though it is a simplification, this model proves that Netlogo is suitable to simulate forest system dynamics with plausible results i.e. it is
capable of generating in simulation, similar trends and patterns to those observable in real-world landscape systems. This model takes on-board
the notion of ecosystems as complex adaptive systems, ever emergent due to disturbance. The model operates in a nonlinear colonization –
succession - disturbance sequence. The simulation clearly visualizes this sequence. Moreover, the simulation generated interesting findings. For
example, the simulation revealed that after a cyclone disturbance, the emergent colonization patterns are more dependent on the tree’s
reproductive strategies rather than on the soil suitability. After experimenting with the model numerous times, it also became obvious how the
initial patterns of occupation become less and less explicit and the forest appears as a random matrix of trees i.e. the second phase –
succession emerges. If no disturbance is introduced into the system it reaches higher degrees of complexity and it looks completely random
and static - only the ‘tree counter’ shows that there is still some activity. If a cyclonic disturbance is played out, a different picture emerges.
Initially, a random matrix appears which consists of vegetation patches and some surviving stand-alone trees. After several tests and careful
observation, however, the matrix does not appear to be random any more. There is a clear connection between the forest in its succession
phase, the power of the disturbance and the patches of vegetation that survived. This connection, however, makes more intuitive and visual
sense. The observations and findings clearly showed the usefulness of the model. Another important breakthrough was that this simulation was
designed ‘from scratch’ without using base models as used in the previous two. The rules were devised by the research team without any help
from mathematicians or computer programmers. This proves that Netlogo can be used to test ideas and hypotheses of how landscapes work.
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4.4. Model 4: Pacific Settlement Recovery (Disturbance Urban Ecology) (Fig. 32)
This final case study, also part of ‘Pacific Disturbanism’ academic research, models the recovery of a small Pacific settlement after cyclone
disturbance. Cyclones destroy Pacific settlements repeatedly. Reconstruction is always difficult for many reasons. Concerns to do with the
physical characteristics of islands, social histories, land tenure systems, and the politics of overseas aid, let alone the pressure it puts on internal
economics, make the sustainable planning and reconstruction of settlements a complex matter. The vegetation on these islands, however,
always recovers quickly. From an ecological point of view, cyclones are a necessary part of the natural cycle that enables diverse island
landscapes to regulate their condition. Self-organsing systems such as ecosystems are homeorrhetic, which is to say they evolve by being
pushed to far-from-equilibrium conditions, experiencing cataclysm and then shifting to a new order of complexity.[58] Ecosystems understood as
complex adaptive systems interest many contemporary architects and urbanists.[59] These interests, as already described in section 2.3, have
rarely ventured above iconographic or metaphorical levels.
This case study investigates whether a self-organising model for Pacific settlement planning and design can be based on the process of
adventive biotic colonization. This simulation employs a colonisation – succession – disturbance model as outlined in the previous case study,
and applies it to a small Pacific village of Houma, Tonga. This model can be comprehended as an alternative to formal intervention-based,
aesthetic settlement planning practices. It addresses the settlement as an ever emergent socio-spatial pattern that can change and evolve
under fluctuating dynamic conditions that might self-organise into resilient urban ecologies.
Existing vegetation, housing typologies (three churches, a shop, school and residential dwellings), infrastructure (road network, water sources
and power lines), and other point centres (cemetery and gardens) were surveyed. Diagrams of village organisation by means of social and
cultural flows or ‘codes of Pacific life’ were developed. Linkages between different activities (churches – dwellings – school – shop –gardens)
and relationships between the village and the surrounding tropical forest were identified.
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The objective of this masters project is to evaluate the applicability of Netlogo in the landscape architectural design process. Therefore it was
practical to devise a relatively simple and generic model of Pacific urban complex adaptive systems which, while acknowledging the multiple
variables that govern and inform succession, could easily be adapted to the specific conditions of a particular place. Houma village was
considered to be a suitable example of a ‘typical’ small Pacific settlement and the data collected from Houma was employed to develop generic
rules, parameters and hierarchies that would govern and inform possible redevelopments after cyclone devastation. A new village disturbance
algorithm was also developed.
The Houma layout was ‘placed’ on the fictional tropical island from the previous case study. The Forest Dynamic model was also interwoven
into this simulation via new set of rules, derived from already identified relationships between Houma and the surrounding natural ecosystems.
In this model the settlement’s regeneration begins with three types of colonisation – by plants, by buildings and by infrastructure. In order to
make the model more investigative and flexible it accepts as inputs the following assumptions:
•

Relocatable buildings are readily available which can be moved as new sites become available.

•

Available and flexible on-ground power lines.

•

Predetermined, fixed water sources but water can be distributed through surficial conduits.

•

Land tenure is not taken into account, for two reasons - it differs from country to country and it makes the model more flexible.

•

The ways in and out of the settlement are predetermined and do not change after disturbance.

•

The buildings are linked by desire lines - both existing and those in the process of formation.

This model depicts the village as always emergent and without final form, and offers valuable insights about the emergence and evolution of
settlements patterns. It also dynamically discloses endless possible futures and settlement formations. It is recognised that difficulties to do
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with interpreting and evaluating the outputs are likely to grow exponentially with further expansions of the model. This is why they are outside
of the framework of this project and require more research.
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5. DISCUSSION
This masters project set out to assess the applicability of Netlogo as a landscape architectural design tool. The evaluation comprised four
Netlogo models of different landscape systems varying in scale, degree of complexity and level of involvement of human behaviour.
About ten years ago James Corner wrote:
“Through rendering visible multiple and sometimes disparate field conditions, mapping allows for an understanding of terrain as only the surface of expression of a
complex and dynamic imbroglio of social and natural processes. In visualizing these interrelationships and interactions, mapping itself participates in any future
[60]

unfoldings.”

Through this masters project I found out that maps are valuable decision making instruments but they have their limitations. They necessarily,
via mapping protocol, make an abstract snapshot of reality, and are devoid of feedback mechanisms that can assert the felicity of the maps.
For example, later in the same essay Corner explains about Minard’s Map (Fig. 33):
“If the charts were to be animated in a computer program, its shape-forms would change significantly if any of the many variables were altered. Thus the map depicts a

systemic field of interrelationships; it is dynamic performance of interacting parts, mapping ‘shaping forces’ as much as spatial terrain.”[61]

Corner makes two mistakes. First the map does not have a ‘dynamic performance’, and second there is no way to validate one’s assumptions
about the above mentioned interrelationsips from the map alone. Only through ‘animation’ (another misrepresented word) can the assumptions
or theories about the ‘systemic field’ be verified. Any conclusions drawn from a review of the map are based on the interrelationships that the
map depicts. To know whether they are right or wrong, the designer must play them out ‘in simulation.’
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There are different techniques used to represent time in maps. One technique used by landscape architect James Corner in his “Freshkills”
project for example, is a sequence of longitudinal data that offers several snapshots, but with little information about the intervening periods.
This to say maps are not dynamic. I also realised that this causes an instrumental gap in landscape architectural practice if it is to become an
operator and regulator of the processes, velocities and forces that shape the landscape. This gap can be partially bridged by introducing and
practically testing complexity modelling techniques for landscape architectural applications. Models are inherently dynamic and they have, even
in a simplified way, feedback mechanisms which test the felicity of the captured site data and the assumed relationships among various forces,
objects and flows in the landscape.
The four case studies designed to evaluate the Netlogo’s usability in landscape architecture provided for me, an understanding of the notion
that landscapes are self-organising, dynamic and unpredictable. Various landscape systems can be successfully modelled as complex adaptive
systems i.e. systems without a central leader, bound entirely in their internal mechanisms, and consisting of numerous independent elements,
all operating in a parallel manner. The outputs generated by the designed models collectively proved that the emergent phenomena in
simulation landscape systems express trends and patterns similar to those observable in the real world. This practically proves the theoretical
assumption that natural phenomena are dynamic, ever emergent and away from equilibrium. Through the case studies it was also proved that
these natural phenomena can be modelled and studied in simulation.
When designing the third and the fourth models, some of the concealed landscape forces became visible to me. Netlogo modelling turned out
to be highly effective in revealing process as it posed a lot of unexpected questions. The more significant questions and difficulties that arose
are discussed below.
How many different reproductive strategies can a single tree have? This question was left open but not unanswered. The assumption was that
all trees have seeds, distributed by either wind or birds (the percentage of each type can be adjusted by the user). In addition, trees may be
set to reproduce by fragmentation (i.e. a bit breaks off and re-grows elsewhere) and/or fixed regeneration (i.e. stump re-grows after damage).
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This treatment of the problem turned out to be an advantage because it allows the model to be applied to different situations by simply
adjusting the sliders which regulate these properties. Additionally it made the model more flexible since a myriad of patterns of regeneration
could be simulated simply by assigning different parameters.
How does the wind break trees? The wind operates as a single line of force. The power of the wind is adjustable. At each step, any turtle which
meets a tree canopy will check the tree strength. If the energy of the turtle is greater than the strength of the tree, the tree breaks. As a result,
the energy of the turtle reduces by the same value as the strength of the tree. The strength of a tree, on the other hand, depends on tree’s age
- maximum strength is attained at 80 years and after this time, strength diminishes (at the same rate as the increase in strength with age).
Strength is also related to initial patch suitability – the more suitable the patch, the stronger the tree. Every tree identifies any supporters it
may have i.e. those trees which touch its canopy each time there are any changes in the system. If there are any ‘supporters’ then strength
equals tree’s strength plus the average strength of the supporters.
The above examples illustrate the process by which concealed landscape forces were explored, but more importantly, after assumptions were
made and fed into the model it was possible to test these assumptions in simulation. It turned out that hydrological patterns, for example, are
not that difficult to simulate, even though they look very complex on a map, as opposed to goal-oriented pedestrian behaviour.
The strategies listed above were developed by me and they clearly illustrate that the modelling process is not a straightforward one. Every
model has to be built to the right level of detail for every phenomenon included, thoughtfully investigating every single aspect associated with
that phenomenon. This necessarily involved continuous revisions of my understandings and repetitive tests of my findings. It also became clear
to me that these strategies are educated guesses and the only verification is the degree to which the model resembles the phenomena it seeks
to represent. This is an important feature of this type of model as it provides the necessary feedback mechanism to test the felicity of the
model. As outlined above, it is this feedback mechanism that makes the Netlogo model superior to a static map. It also renders these types of
models as essential landscape architectural instruments for testing and investigating the myriad workings of landscape.
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Another superior feature of Netlogo, when compared to mapping, is that it is generative. Many different assumptions and hypotheses can be
dynamically tested in a simulation. Models are also important devices for manipulating plans about the future and for testing feasibility of
design strategies and ideas. An example of this is the Pacific Settlement Recovery Model, where the dynamics underlying forest ecosystem
recovery after cyclone devastation, are applied as a model for the rebuilding of a small Pacific settlement. Brendan Hookway points out “A
simulation produces within itself a map of a given external environment, complete with the modelled functionality of that environment.”[62] This
statement is definitely true for Netlogo models.
The simulations are also inherently dynamic which gives information about the intervening states of the observed landscape system. Models
make it possible to ask multiple ‘what if?’ questions about the system of interest, and this is absolutely central to their use in landscape design
and planning. With recent digital developments it has become possible to simplify and manipulate worlds associated with landscape systems
and to experiment with them using simulation in ways that were simply unprecedented in earlier times. Each of the case studies, for instance,
has practically limitless numbers of outputs depending on the initial conditions and on the settings applied. On the other hand, every case study
can be further expanded, as discussed in detail when describing the simulations in chapter 4.
Slow landscape processes like the formation of a forest or evolution of settlement patterns can be studied in simulation. Different time scales
can be interwoven in one model. In the Tropical Forest simulation, time is illustrated by means of two time scales; one for birds and seeds
appearing twice a year, and one for trees updating their states (size, strength, and their effect on the surrounding environment) after every
change in the system.
I also proved that it is possible for a person with little experience in computer programming to learn Netlogo. My background is in landscape
architecture, and at the beginning of this project I had next to no computer programming skills. Some of the other types of modelling
environments require intermediate or advanced programming expertise.
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It is also useful to discuss some of the limitations that Netlogo models have. Most importantly, the models are simplifications and idealisations
of the real world. Modelling human behaviour is an extremely difficult task due to people’s subjective choices, irrational behaviour and complex
psychology. This is an important issue because landscape architecture is primarily concerned with landscapes influenced by human decisions.
There are big differences from modelling individuals to modelling financial markets and unemployment trends, for example. For practical
reasons this project investigates only very simplistic approaches that can be easily implemented. The techniques developed to mimic certain
types of human behaviour, as illustrated in model one which investigates two types of pedestrian behaviour, and model four where preferred
house locations are determined, are both very simplified but still give satisfactory results. The randomness and irrationality of human behaviour
are mimicked by introducing ‘noise’ in the system by means of coding some of the agents to disregard part of the strategy or just to behave
randomly. There also might not be enough data about the system of interest. The agents’ strategies were devised by the research team in case
studies three and four and they were a combination of assumptions and educated guesses. This type of simulation considers systems at a
disaggregated level i.e. they are atomistic – the agent themselves are not spatially modifiable. There are also computational limitations i.e.
there is an upper limit to the level of complexity that can be simulated due to limited computer memory. And finally, as an overall observation
based on the case studies, it would appear that Netlogo models can be over-sensitive to initial conditions and to small variations of interaction
rules. The real world systems they seek to represent seem to be more robust.
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6. CONCLUSION
This is a research by design project. In order to evaluate Netlogo as a landscape architectural tool I have designed four simulation models of
different landscape systems. Reflecting on the designed models, I can conclude that Netlogo, despite its limitations and shortcomings, has a lot
of potential in the profession of landscape architecture.
Its most basic possible use is as a visualization tool. This use derives from Netlogo’s ability to import images and the ease with which agents
can be created that can recognise parts of the image and to react in some way. Parts of model one demonstrate this - a drawing of building 1
was imported into Netlogo in a way that the agents can recognize it and after that the same drawing was overlaid as an image. When an image
is overlaid it is positioned between the agents and the environment. Secondly, Netlogo has been found to be compatible with raster GIS due to
the similar structure of GIS raster files and Netlogo’s patches. This feature is exemplified in the Watershed Dynamics model (model two) where
a DTM grid of the Unitec site was exported as a ASCII grid and, through simple code, was imported into Netlogo. Moreover, this model also
illustrates how infrastructural elements can be taken into account when simulating the emergence of hydrological patterns. This feature is not
present in the most recent Arc GIS package.
A more complicated usage is to utilise Netlogo as a generative tool even without any additional programming. Netlogo comes with a large and
diverse library of models, comprising models of processes from biology, chemistry, physics, sociology and other sciences and these models
illustrate the underlying dynamic of these examples. These pre-existing models can be used in both direct and indirect ways. It can assumed
that the processes from Netlogo’s Model Library can also be used as diagrams or operators. However while this application has not been
studied by this project and requires further research, the use of diagrams or operators can be a valuable tool for generating design possibilities
for landscape architects. While assisting Associate Professor, Dr. Rod Barnett in design studio students were taught how to use ‘operators’ or
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processes outside of landscape architecture in order to transform site data in unexpected ways, which in turn, reveals unexpected answers and
possibilities.
The four case studies collectively proved that the modelling process itself is a very creative and revealing endeavor. It necessarily involves
asking questions about landscape processes, testing and revising assumptions. Thus modelling in itself reveals some of the hidden workings of
the landscape. When the model is devised, myriad possible futures can be generated in simulation. In terms of design then, experimentation
can be extended to investigate forms of the system under future conditions that do not yet, and may never, exist. Models are also essential
instruments for manipulating plans about the future. Models make it possible to ask multiple ‘what if?’ questions about the system of interest,
and this is absolutely central to their use in landscape design and planning. They also demonstrate how a system functions. This is why I
consider that models are best referred to as dynamic diagrams. They are not designs in themselves but mediators between theories and reality.
The fact that models 2 and 3 are a central part of the ‘Pacific Disturbanism’ research project, now in stage two, proves that this modelling
method has a future. Stage two involves a Pacific resort design derived from the Pacific Settlement Recovery Model. The analysis of the models
outputs, however, requires further research and is outside of the scope of this masters project.
The objective of this masters project was to test the applicability of the Netlogo computer complexity modeling environment to landscape
architectural design. Designing and analyzing four models of landscape systems allowed me to conclude that these types of simulations have
wide applicability in the landscape architectural design process. The role of models as mediators between theories and reality has already been
discussed. It makes it possible, on one hand, to test design theories and assumptions in simulation and to investigate numerous future forms of
the system of interest under a wide variety of inputs. Models also exemplify how a system functions; this is why they are not designs in
themselves – they are diagrammatic in nature. The issues that necessarily arise from this research, such as how long a simulation should run,
how to make a simulation into a landscape design, how to evaluate different future scenarios, or how inputs captured from real world data can
be built into a model, are left unexplored and require further research.
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